USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10008.18

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

CSO_Shras says:
#:: on the Pandora waiting for the results ::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: looks at some reports that have been sent to him ::

CEO_Tucker says:
@::Finishes his letter and awaits transport::

EO_Galagar says:
::smiles at the nurse... who has just released him... gets up::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*CO*: Sir I suggest you come to Sickbay, and bring the SO Along with you.

OPS_Johnson says:
::on the bridge at OPS console::

SO_Nekoto says:
::walks onto the bridge and goes to the SCI console::

CNS_Tran says:
::sits on a biobed in sickbay waiting::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CMO*:  Alright Doc.  We'll be there ASAP

CEO_Tucker says:
@Com: CMO: When will the Bio-containment unit be ready for me?

CIV_Jerah says:
::in science lab::

CMO_Immolisius says:
Com: CEO: Your Bio-Containment Filter is ready. Here are the co-ordinates.  ::Presses the panel and the information is sent to the shuttle::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#CSO: Let's continue on towards the Bridge.

TO_Love says:
::on the bridge looking around and wondering why she is here::

CSO_Shras says:
#CTO: I am behind you...

OPS_Johnson says:
::runs an analysis on the data from CSO::

EO_Galagar says:
MO: I am done...with the check up..... Is there anything I can do for you ma'am? ::tries not to smile::

CEO_Tucker says:
@Com: CMO: Thanks doc.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Heads on towards the Pandora's Bridge with the CSO in tow::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: closes the reports and gets up ::

CEO_Tucker says:
@::Transports himself to the unit::

FCO_Steve says:
::at helm::

CO_Rikerson says:
SO: Ens. Nekoto, let's go to Sickbay

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#CSO: We may have to take jefferies tube one to reach the bridge.

CNS_Tran says:
EO: Hmm....you look a lot better now.  How are you feeling?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Puts on a suit to protect him form the Fungi::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: starts heading for the Turbolift ::

TO_Love says:
::moves to the TAC console and checks the readings::

CEO_Tucker ::Transports to sickbay:: (Transporter.wav)

CO_Rikerson says:
FCO : Lt. Williams, you have the bridge.

EO_Galagar says:
::looks at the CNS... She seems kinda worried still:: CNS: Just fine Diana, a little shaken... but fine... you should worry so much...I wouldn't die.. without saying goodbye

SO_Nekoto says:
::looks up:: CO: Yes sir ::perhaps a little too excited.. secured her console and walks toward the TL::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: enters the TL with the SO ::

OPS_Johnson says:
::continues computer analysis:: CSO: Should have something for you shortly.

CO_Rikerson says:
*Computer*: Computer, Sickbay.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Stands in the Bio Containment Unit and when the CEO Appears he takes a Quick Blood Sample and Beams it to the Small Bio Containment area in the Small medical Lab::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Enters Jefferies tube one:: and begins climb up to the Bridge::

FCO_Steve says:
CO: Aye, sir ::gets up and moves to the CO' seat::

CEO_Tucker says:
CMO: Doc just let me know when and if I can leave here.

SO_Nekoto says:
::stands in the TL, a little nervous.. after all... he is the CO::

CSO_Shras says:
#:: follows the CTO into the Jefferies tube ::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: the SO enters as the TL doors swish closed; The TL moves hastily to Sickbay ::

CNS_Tran says:
::smiles:: EO: Okay, you better not.  Feel up to a duty shift?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Talks Through the Mask he is wearing:: Dr Edwards: Check the Blood Sample and report on it ASAP. 

CEO_Tucker says:
::Fidgets nervously in bio-containment unit::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#COM: CO: Sir we have entered Jefferies tube one and heading up to deck level one, sir.

EO_Galagar says:
CNS: Maybe.... yeah... I do..., why were you going to relive me of duty...? ::smiles::

TO_Love says:
::watches as the bridge crew works away::

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: CTO:  Good, keep posting us on your progress

CO_Rikerson says:
:: the TL stops and the doors open, letting the Captain and the SO out ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Does a “Thumbs Up” at a nurse and is Site to Site transported into the Containment unit with the Dead TO, that is covered::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#COM: CO: Will do sir.

SO_Nekoto says:
::sees the doors open and walks out after the CO::

CIV_Jerah says:
::works on some plant studies and watches her new pet::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#CSO: Anything on your scan of the Fungus yet.

EO_Galagar says:
::senses Diana...::

Host Bob_AGM says:
OTHER THAN THE TWO GENEVA CREWMEN, THERE ARE NO LIFESIGNS ON THE PANDORA.... IT IS A DEAD HULK, LISTING IN SPACE, NEAR THE STARBASE....

CO_Rikerson says:
:: exits the TL and heads to Sickbay with the SO directly behind him ::

CNS_Tran says:
EO: If I had to I would have. ::smiles::  You seem fine now I guess...just promise me you'll have a bowl of chicken soup later okay?

CSO_Shras says:
#CTO: Waiting something from the Geneva...I have a feeling about this...

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#COM: CO: The fungus is all over the Jefferies tube too sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
:: enters Sickbay and heads to the CMO ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#CSO: Me too I hope we find something in the Data banks.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Sees the biobed and sits down on it, kicking his legs back and forth nervously::

EO_Galagar says:
CNS: You worry too much.... ::smiles:: But thanks...I'm fine and I appreciate it.

SO_Nekoto says:
::glances around SB::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Enters the Bridge::

EO_Galagar says:
::notices the CEO:: CEO: Sir, are you ok....?

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: Doctor, you called?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#CSO: You better check the science station data banks.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Stand there out of the Containment Unit, Here Look at this..  ::Ianden Kneels down to the dead body and pulls part of the blanket down revealing green specs all over the dead TO's Body::

CNS_Tran says:
::notices the CEO too, looks around sickbay and sees half the senior staff there::

CEO_Tucker says:
EO: Hopefully I am fine.... At least I am much better than Rodriguez.

FCO_Steve says:
OPS: Are there any other vessels in local space?

OPS_Johnson says:
FCO: That is a negative.

TO_Love says:
::looks over at the FCO: FCO: What the devil is going on and where is everyone?

CSO_Shras says:
#CTO: I'll try to get it operative...

SO_Nekoto says:
::watches the CO and the CMO from a distance, sensing death in the air::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#COM: CO: Sir, we have entered the Pandora's bridge and beginning to download the data core of all logs sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
:: sees what the CMO is talking about as he moves back ::

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: CTO : Download anything else that is vital also.

SO_Nekoto says:
::shudders softly::

CIV_Jerah says:
::curious about the fungus:: *CMO*: Doctor, please let me know what you find out about that fungus.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Tries to initiate a download of all pertinent data::

EO_Galagar says:
CEO: Aye.... well... you keep well rested... I'll take care of engineering for you..... ::smiles at his commanding officer::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#COM: CO: Will do sir.

CSO_Shras says:
#:: works on the console trying to bring it back to life ::

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO:  How did it get onto the TO?

CNS_Tran says:
::takes a tricorder and scans the CEO:: CEO: Just making sure Chief...

FCO_Steve says:
TO_L: I think everyone is concerned about recent events and wants to be involved with the research into what this fungus is?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Ianden Uses the Laser scalpel and makes a small incision, and peels back the skin:: CO: As you can see, The fungi entered his system and cause a rapid swelling of his blood vessels and veins, which from the pressure ruptured and you can see that the fungi has already started consuming the TO's corpse

CEO_Tucker says:
CNS: Thanks Diana, I would like to be sure too.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: I think because the CEO and me seem unaffected, it was a problem with his Environmental Suit.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Looks at all the Fungus on the Bridge and hopes to find some answers from the Data core on this fungus and where it came from::

FCO_Steve says:
TO_L: As a result you, OPS Johnson and myself have been charged with the task of looking after the Geneva while they try to find some answers.

CSO_Shras says:
#Console: Let's go, give me what you have....

EO_Galagar says:
::Smiles at the chaos...and takes the moment to leave...nods the CEO...walks down the hallway.. and waits for the next TL::

TO_Love says:
::looks puzzled but nods like she understands::

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: Did you look at the suit itself?  Was it damaged at all?

OPS_Johnson says:
*CSO*: Data corresponding to sample 356-delta in the bio-science lab containment field.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO:  I believe that the fungi had consumed most of the crew of the ship and Starbase, and I think we should inform Starfleet to quarantine this sector.

TO_Love says:
FCO: I understand sir.

CNS_Tran says:
CEO: Well, you seem perfectly normal physically...  but I'm sure the Doctor would like to run some of his own more thorough scans.

CEO_Tucker says:
CNS: Good. ::Smiles at the CNS::

EO_Galagar says:
::Enters the TL.. TL: Lounge::

TO_Love says:
::notices the OPS officer:: OPS: Say aren't you usually on Beta shift?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Checks on the progress of the Download::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Yes, I had it scanned before we destroyed it, there was a small hole within the Suit.  Which offered a nice passage for the Fungi to enter his System.

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: That's my thought also, Doc.

EO_Galagar says:
::takes out a pad, and checks to make sure everything in running smoothly::

OPS_Johnson says:
TO: Uhh... yeah. ::sheepish smile::

FCO_Steve says:
TO_L: What that means is a little more responsibility as you perform higher duties and tasks outside your normal job description. Look upon this as a character test and learning experience. A chance to get some valuable training in other areas.

CSO_Shras says:
#:: thinks about the OPS transmission :;

CEO_Tucker says:
CNS: What do you think of all this?

SO_Nekoto says:
::gets nervous being around death, backs up towards the door::

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO:  Was the suit intentionally damaged?

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Something else, oddly this fungus only takes a few minutes to cause death.

TO_Love says:
FCO: Yes sir, I think I'm up to the task. ::smiles::

SO_Nekoto says:
::puts her hand over her mouth and shudders::

CSO_Shras says:
#COM: CO: Sir, I think I know were the fungus on the Pandora comes from.....

FCO_Steve says:
TO_L: Good to hear ::smiles back::

CNS_Tran says:
CEO: Strange, without a doubt... I know the fungus situation is important, but we also need to find out what happened to everyone on the Starbase.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#COM: CO: I got all the Data I could get will transmit all of it over to the Geneva sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: CSO: Where, Lt?

EO_Galagar says:
::walks into the lounge.... and sits at an empty table.... goes to the replicator and gets a bowl of soup::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir, that cannot be confirmed, but I think not. It had to be checked before it was used in a hazardous area.

FCO_Steve says:
OPS_J: Are you also up to the task at hand and the added responsibility that is brings?

CEO_Tucker says:
CNS: Yes ::Looks over to dead TO::

CEO_Tucker says:
CNS: And I may need to see you later about all this.

TO_Love says:
::continues to watch the console as the lights blink nominal operations::

CSO_Shras says:
#COM: CO: The computer confirmed to me that this fungus is similar to a sample sent to me by a friend on a deep space exploration mission.....

OPS_Johnson says:
FCO: I believe so sir. I have only been out of the Academy a few weeks.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#Com: OPS: Will be transmitting some data to you have it analyze and send all pertinent data to the CO.

EO_Galagar says:
::bows his head...so no one can see him....starts by drawing another deep breath::

SO_Nekoto says:
::turns away from the biobed in SB:: ~~~N'ka: N'ka? What are you doing? ~~~

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir, I would like to take a small med team to the Starbase to gather samples of the fungi.

OPS_Johnson says:
COM: CTO: Acknowledged.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Hangs his head thinking about what went wrong on the Starbase::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Begins to transmit all the data from the core to the OPS Station::

CNS_Tran says:
CEO: Sure thing.  My door's always open.  ::looks around:: its getting crowded around here, I think I'd better head for the bridge...

FCO_Steve says:
OPS_J: Nothing like getting thrown in the deep end to test you.

EO_Galagar says:
~~~~Kytra: Nothing to worry you.... I am fine~~~~

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: The CSO may have a lead on the fungus.

CSO_Shras says:
#COM: CO: ....on the USS Pandora

CEO_Tucker says:
CNS: I'll see you around. ::Waves to her::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#CSO: Did you find anything of use in the console.

OPS_Johnson says:
::nods at the FCO:: FCO: Yes sir!

CIV_Jerah says:
::busily dissecting and testing root samples of a few plants::

CSO_Shras says:
#CTO: Not really, connections to the computer are damaged....

SO_Nekoto says:
~~~N'ka: He's dead, N'ka.....~~~ ::shudders::

FCO_Steve says:
TO_L/OPS_J: Maintain a close watch on the AT vital signs and position, we don't want to lose any more people to this fungus

EO_Galagar says:
::with his second deep breath....he starts feeling his body...leaving him...and start heading yet again to the green fungus::

CNS_Tran says:
::nods and turns to leave sickbay::

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: CSO: Do you know where the fungus sample was located?

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Aye Sir.  In The mean time, I need to quarantine the ship, and about the TO's Body we needs to...  Dispose of it safely, so that the fungi will not spread, sir.

TO_Love says:
::overhears the CTO saying he's about to send more information from the Pandora::

OPS_Johnson says:
FCO: Aye sir. ::maintains all AT life signs signatures::

CSO_Shras says:
#COM: CO: Not exactly...but it must be in the ship computer for sure.....

TO_Love says:
FCO: Aye sir monitoring the AT::

CSO_Shras says:
#COM: CO: Pandora's one that is...

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO:  How long till the fungus spreads?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Goes over to the tactical station::

EO_Galagar says:
:: flows though the river....of space....moves again to the ship::

TO_Love says:
::makes sure they have a lock on the AT::

CIV_Jerah says:
::hears something crash on the floor behind her::

CSO_Shras says:
#:: attempts to locate the information about the fungus sample in the Pandora's database and logs ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Beams out of the Containment Unit without his suit and appears next to the CO:: CO: Sir, In my observations, when it starts it could spread all over the ship within in a few hours or earlier, sir

TO_Love says:
OPS: Are you reading normal life signs?

CNS_Tran says:
::enters the bridge::

CSO_Shras says:
#Computer: Search the CO and CSO logs for references about fungus...

OPS_Johnson says:
TO_L: Yes ma'am.

EO_Galagar says:
~~~~::feels his body... cough again... can't do anything about.. it... has to go onwards.. not backwards::~~~~

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::And begins to download the ship's route for the past 5 years and sends it to the OPS station::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Gets up off the biobed::

CIV_Jerah says:
::turns around quickly:: Self: What was thaaa...?!

Host Bob_AGM says:
A HEAVILY DAMAGED STARFLEET WARNING BUOY SHOWS UP ON THE SENSORS

OPS_Johnson says:
::receives the data transmission::

TO_Love says:
::sighs with relief:: Self:: Well that's one good thing in all of this.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Goes to the containment unit where the CEO is located and takes a padd form Doctor Edwards:: CEO: You’re clean….. ::Disables the Containment Unit around the CEO:: CEO: … and free to go, sir!  ::Smiles::

CO_Rikerson says:
*Computer*: Computer, close ventilation shafts around the Containment Field.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Clears his throat loudly::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#CSO: Will you be all right? I’m going to check sick bay.

CEO_Tucker says:
CMO: Thanks Doctor...

FCO_Steve says:
::notices the warning buoy on sensor readings:: TO_L: Get a fix on that buoy and let me now what it is warning against ASAP.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Steps away from the Biobed::

CSO_Shras says:
#COM: CO: On what I can see here sir, I suggest we put up extra bio-filters on the transporters to prevent infection of the Geneva...

OPS_Johnson says:
*CO*: Sir, I have received and analyzed the data from the CTO.  Would you like me to transmit the results to you in SB?

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir, I Suggest you send an Away Team to the SB to see if we can retrieve the Crews logs, sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
<Computer> CO: Ventilation shafts are shut off.

TO_Love says:
FCO: Aye sir, I'm on it...

CSO_Shras says:
#CTO: I have the database downloaded...are you ready to return?

EO_Galagar says:
::Allows the blood to fall from his bowl into what is left of the empty bowl of soup....:: ~~~~:: finds himself at the fungi much quicker::~~~~

CIV_Jerah says:
::looks angrily at Zubu, her new monkey pet:: Zubu: Why you sneaky little....!

SO_Nekoto says:
::feels something is wrong.. leaves SB and heads to the TL::

FCO_Steve says:
*CO*: Sir we have a warning buoy on sensors, we are currently trying to download its warning message

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#CSO: We should check sickbay they may have some useful info there, but yes.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: it would be important to know what happened on the Pandora and how it spread throughout the Star base.

SO_Nekoto says:
::exits the TL and heads to the lounge::

SO_Nekoto says:
~~~N'ka: N'ka!!~~~

CSO_Shras says:
#CTO: Let's go, this place gives me the creeps...

TO_Love says:
FCO: It is badly damaged. Suggest we bring it aboard for analysis.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#CSO: OK. COM: Geneva: Geneva, two to beam back.

EO_Galagar says:
~~~~Kytra: Yes my sister?... ::grabs the fungi...feeling it more carefully::~~~~

CEO_Tucker says:
::Turns to the CO:: CO: Orders sir?  Can I return to the bridge?

CO_Rikerson says:
*OPS*: Yes, Ens.  Also send in the transmission that this area of space should be deemed quarantined.

CNS_Tran says:
::walks over to the command chairs:: FCO: Anything new?

SO_Nekoto says:
::runs up to him:: N'ka: are you all right? ::notices the blood:: Oh...my....::backs up::

FCO_Steve says:
TO: Very well, work out a way of retrieving it and let me know.

EO_Galagar says:
::body just sits there still...except for the small amount of blood dripping from his mouth::

TO_Love says:
FCO: Yes sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
CEO:  Go to the bridge and get all the filters up on every Transporter.

CSO_Shras says:
#:: waits for the transporter to bring him back to the Geneva ::

OPS_Johnson says:
*CO*: Aye sir. ::transmits the data to a console in SB::

SO_Nekoto says:
::hand over her mouth:: N'ka: Are you.....All right?

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir?

EO_Galagar says:
~~~~::Feels all the knowledge of the fungi moving though his...mind...feels his body adjusting to it....becoming one with it::~~~~

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Feels the transporter beams and sees the Pandora's bridge disappear to be replaced by transporter room one::

CEO_Tucker says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Leaves sickbay and head toward the bridge::

OPS_Johnson says:
::Transmits a repeating message to SF Comm buoys informing SF of a quarantine of this area of space::

FCO_Steve says:
CNS: How nice to see you CNS, we have just picked up a warning buoy on SRS and are in the process of determining what it warns against. It may have some info about this fungus hopefully.

CIV_Jerah says:
::picks him up and calls Ens. Doe::

CSO_Shras says:
:: materialize on TR1 ::

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO:  Doctor, you said something about the Starbase?

CSO_Shras says:
:: gets of his EVA suit ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: We need to go to sick bay for a check up.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gets out of his EVA suite::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: I think we can run a simulation of the course log and the science logs to locate the fungus origin...

Host Bob_AGM says:
AS THEY FIND THE FIRST WARNING BUOY WHICH SEEMS POWERLESS, A SECOND ONE SHOWS UP, BLINKING SLIGHTLY FAR OFF IN THE DISTANCE

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Then heads for sickbay::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: We need to retrieve the Crews log. You can send a crew to extract the information from the Main Computer. I need to know what their doctors did to try to stop the Fungus. Anything that can help assures we are protected.

EO_Galagar says:
~~~~:: Feels...knowledge running through his mind...feels fine...returns to his body freely::~~~~

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Agreed but we need to be sure we didn't bring any virus on board first.

CNS_Tran says:
FCO: Strange that we didn't see it earlier....

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Ok for the check up but let hurry.....

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: The CTO has done that.

EO_Galagar says:
::wakes up...notices his sister....:: ~~~~Kytra: what are you doing here sis?~~~~

CEO_Tucker says:
::Arrives on bridge, motions for FCO to remain seated, and sits at ENG station, checking transporter Bio-filters::

CIV_Jerah says:
Ens. Doe: Please put Zubu back in that cage for now till we can train him. ::shakes her head and picks the plant containers off the floor::

CO_Rikerson says:
*OPS*: Ens. Johnson, please send the crew logs down to Sickbay

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Yes, But I want to know how it Spread to the Starbase sir.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: that fungus is fast growing.... the SB was crippled within days....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enters sick bay::

TO_Love says:
FCO: Sir, I have a lock on the buoy. OPS: Prepare to beam the buoy to cargo bay one.

SO_Nekoto says:
~~~N'ka: ...what...was...that? ~~~

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Agreed.

CSO_Shras says:
:: follows CTO in SB ::

OPS_Johnson says:
*CO*: Aye sir. ::transmits the crew logs to a console in SB::

CIV_Jerah says:
<Ens. Doe> CIV: Sorry sir, I didn't lock it securely.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: We need to find a way to de-fungus that station.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Dr Edwards Runs up behind him::

CMO_Immolisius says:
Dr Edwards: Yes?

EO_Galagar says:
::sits up straight...and wipes his mouth:: Kytra: tomato soup....its quite good...but I'm done with it for now...::shakily puts the remaining soup in the replicator...and smiles as it vanishes::

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: Look at the logs, Doctor.  OPS has sent them to your console.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: We are back from the Pandora and need to be checked to see if we brought anything back with us.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Yes but we need more info on it.... My friend sent it to me because he was unable understand it....

CMO_Immolisius says:
Dr Edwards: What?!

FCO_Steve says:
TO_L: Do an EVA scan on the buoy and if it checks out OK, bring it in?

TO_Love says:
FCO: Aye sir.

SO_Nekoto says:
::shakes her head:: ~~~N'ka: No...not that...what was happening to you?~~~

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir, Nothing should be beamed on board unless inspected!

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: We can run simulations after the Doc has cleared us.

CSO_Shras says:
:: Looks around Sick Bay for a med to appear :;

CEO_Tucker says:
::Notes that Bio-filters are functioning on transporters::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: the sooner the better....

CNS_Tran says:
::takes over the science consoles in absence of a Science officer::  FCO: Hm... I'm reading a 2nd buoy...

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Agreed. Until then we take no chances.

EO_Galagar says:
::walks back to the table:: ~~~~Kytra: nothing sister...just checking my eyelids for holes.~~~~

CIV_Jerah says:
::tries to contact the doc again:: CMO: Doctor...when you have a moment, I would be interested in anything you find on the fungus.

CMO_Immolisius says:
*CIV*: Yes, ma'am

CSO_Shras says:
MED's: Someone to check us...we need to get back to duty very soon!

EO_Galagar says:
::wipes the remaining blood from his mouth....and smiles::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: Sir, we need to be cleared as soon as possible so we can start running simulations on the data we have obtained.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir, I deeply suggest an AT to the Starbase. We never did see what happened in there, sir

SO_Nekoto says:
::makes a face:: ~~~N'ka: yeah right...you.. were...trying to talk to that.~~~ ::points out the window to the SB::

TO_Love says:
::runs a scan on the buoy:: OPS: Care for a walk in space?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Goes to the CTO and Takes a blood sample and then one from the CSO, hands them to Doctor Edwards:: CTO/CSO: When the scans are done you may leave it will only take 5 minutes.

CNS_Tran says:
TO_L: I'm reading a 2nd Buoy, are you getting it on sensors too?

EO_Galagar says:
Kytra: Sister... you worry... do not... I will do what I need to do.... just like I need to go back to duty....

OPS_Johnson says:
TO_L: Sure.

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO:  Alright, go, Doc.  Be sure to check in every so often

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: OK.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Aye Sir,

TO_Love says:
CNS: I have it, but I need you to monitor it. It seems I have a walk to take.

FCO_Steve says:
CNS: Is it damaged also?

OPS_Johnson says:
TO_L: I am qualified for zero-G.

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE SECOND BUOY APPARENTLY IS NOT FULLY DAMAGED

EO_Galagar says:
::rests his hands on the table.. and shakily gets up:: Kytra: Take care, my sister....::smiles...and walks off::

SO_Nekoto says:
::makes a face:: N'ka: I don't like it when you don't tell me things, you were never like this before.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CMO: So are we cleared Doc.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Moves from Eng. station to command area:: FCO: Anything to report?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Watches Doctor Edwards comes back and hands him a padd:: CSO/CTO: You two may leave

TO_Love says:
::gets up and heads for the TL and waits for OPS::

CSO_Shras says:
Computer: lock bio-stasis locker of sample 356-delta, authorization Andoria-1-Delta-Ishras

CO_Rikerson says:
:: heads out of Sickbay and goes to the TL ::

CNS_Tran says:
FCO: Not as bad as the first one, we'll probably get a clearer message if we go for the 2nd one.

OPS_Johnson says:
::heads for the TL::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Good

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Gets a small Medical Research team together and head to the shuttle bay::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: As soon as you find a way to be able to pick it up on sensors I need to know ok.

TO_Love says:
::as OPS enters the doors close:: Deck 8.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: let's get back to the bridge...

EO_Galagar says:
::walks out of the lounge....and to the TL: Quarters::

FCO_Steve says:
CNS: Very well, let's do an EVA scan on it, and bring it in and see what it can tell us.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: there is no problem to id the fungus on sensors for what I know.....

OPS_Johnson says:
::deep breathes, as he is a little nervous::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Agreed.

OPS_Johnson says:
::looks at the TO_L and smiles nervously::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: but getting rid of it might prove more complicated....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Leaves sickbay and heads for the bridge::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: enters the TL and it goes to the Bridge as quickly as the command was given ::

CSO_Shras says:
:: Heads for the bridge ::

TO_Love says:
::enters the airlock on deck eight and grabs her EVA gear:: OPS: Just keep breathing Ensign

CEO_Tucker says:
::Sits down in XO's chair::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: True but we must find a way for we might have a need for it if it can jump from ship to ship.

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: Sir you have the bridge.

OPS_Johnson says:
::grabs his EVA gear:: TO_L: Yes ma'am.

EO_Galagar says:
::enters his quarters...and changes his jacket, and anywhere else where there is blood:

Host SB_OPS says:
THE FIRST BUOY IS TOO HEAVILY DAMAGED.... BY THE FUNGUS.... TO BE OF ANY USE... EXCEPT THAT THE FUNGUS ON THE BUOY IS NOW OBVIOUSLY DEAD

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the shuttle bay and gets geared up::

SO_Nekoto says:
::sighs and walks to the window in the lounge, looking out at the SB covered in fungus... sighs::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: For what I can tell, the fungus is actually "eating" away the Pandora's hull.....

CEO_Tucker says:
FCO: Thanks.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enters the Bridge::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: exits out of the stopped TL and goes to his chair ::

CSO_Shras says:
:: enters TL ::

CSO_Shras says:
TL: Bridge

FCO_Steve says:
CNS: Can any of our scans determine what may have killed the fungus?

TO_Love says:
OPS: Ready?

CNS_Tran says:
::runs scans on the 2nd buoy, seeing if she could extract the message from the ship::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the shuttle and gets ready to take it out:: *OPS*: Clearance to take this shuttle out?

CEO_Tucker says:
::Stands as the CO enters then sits when he does::

OPS_Johnson says:
TO_L: Yes. ::nods::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Is there anyway we could use that info to formulate a means to get rid of it?

CO_Rikerson says:
CEO: Commander, anything new?

EO_Galagar says:
::exits his quarters...now a little fresher...and goes into a TL.. TL: Bridge::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: But we should be able to detect it on the scanners, just input its bio-signature in the TAC console for the scanners to specifically search for it....

TO_Love says:
*CO*: AT ready for EVA sir.

CEO_Tucker says:
CO: There are 2 warning buoys sir.... We are currently scanning them.

CNS_Tran says:
FCO: It could be possible that the Fungus feeds on energy, and thereby has died on the warning buoy, which provides only a limited amount of power. Just my hypothesis though, we might need to find a way to bring a sample onto the ship.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Gets confirmation from the current OPS and takes the shuttle out::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Transport them off, blast them.... I don't know, we will have to try before we know.....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Good then we should be able to be sure the Geneva is cleared of that stuff then and remains that way.

EO_Galagar says:
::enters the bridge...and moves to one of the empty consoles::

CSO_Shras says:
:: exits the TL on the bridge ::

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: Sir, to update you on where we are at, We have two warning buoys on sensors, currently EVA scans are being performed on them prior to retrieval. One buoy appears to be useful the other too heavily damaged. Also we have noticed that, although they are covered in the same fungus...it appears to be dead on the first buoy.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: True, but how do we get a lock on those things to try that.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: try that and I will locate its origin from the data we’ve gotten....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enters the bridge::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Brings the Shuttle toward the Starbase::

CEO_Tucker says:
FCO: Do both of them have "Dead" fungus?

TO_Love says:
*CO*: Standing by sir, shall we egress?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Will give it a shot.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: I told you.... input the bio-signs in you console to locate it....

EO_Galagar says:
::starts scanning the Databases for anything similar to the fungi that he has in mind::

OPS_Johnson says:
::moves from foot to foot nervously::

FCO_Steve says:
CNS: Sound hypothesis. All we need now is a sample of the dead fungus to compare to its live counterpart.

CO_Rikerson says:
*TO*:  Yes.  Report in every five minutes.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: simple DNA scans.... It takes longer to acquire the target but it is like it is moving at full impulse....

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::gets the shuttle into position and gets his EVA Suit and the others fully on and then counts to three and beams into the SB::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Sorry, agreed, it been a rough day so far and I don't see it getting any better.

TO_Love says:
*CO*: Aye sir, acknowledged. OPS: Shall we?

OPS_Johnson says:
TO_L: Yep.

TO_Love says:
::depressurizes the airlock::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Goes over to the tactical station::

CO_Rikerson says:
CEO: Why didn't previous scans detect the buoys before?

FCO_Steve says:
::moves back to helm:: CEO: As far as we can tell, yes. But the scans on the second buoy are not complete.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: send me your data for cross-reference....

TO_Love says:
#::opens airlock port and floats gently out::

CEO_Tucker says:
CO: They have minimal power and were not picked up until in range of SRS.

OPS_Johnson says:
::floats out after TO_L::

EO_Galagar says:
CO: Probably the interference...it’s diminishing

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Walks down a corridor looking at the fungus and gathering information in his tricorder:: All: Follow me this is the way to the "Bridge" of the Starbase.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enter the bio-signature of the fungus into the computer to try to get a transporter lock on some of the Fungus::

FCO_Steve says:
::patches some science sensors into NAV::

CSO_Shras says:
:: upload the science data and tactical data in the Geneva's computer ::

CEO_Tucker says:
CO: One has no power, the other is minimal.

TO_Love says:
#::heads for the first buoy::

OPS_Johnson says:
::checks out his jets, then heads for the first buoy::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Walks to the end of the corridor and sees a door, With the help of some of the AT pries the door open and enters the bridge area::

CSO_Shras says:
Computer: Run analysis on the Pandora's logs and scans and locate origin of the fungus sample 356-delta located in the bio-lab stasis....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir with your permission, I’m going to try and transport some of that fungus off the Pandora and put it in deep space and fire our phasers on it to see if we can destroy the organism, sir.

TO_Love says:
#OPS: Do you see that? The fungus appears dead.

FCO_Steve says:
::commences a scan of the Starbase::

TO_Love says:
#::moves in closer::

OPS_Johnson says:
#::checks the fungus with a tricorder. Nods at the TO_L::

CO_Rikerson says:
CTO:  Use the heavy filter transporters.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Will do sir.

TO_Love says:
#OPS: Are you getting any power readings?

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Hmm...  Looks like whatever it was they were in a hurry to leave?::

Host SB_OPS says:
THERE IS THE SOFT SOUND OF TAPPING ON THE STARBASE

OPS_Johnson says:
#TO_L: No. It seems to be completely dead.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::hears the noise and turns his head up and down:::

Host SB_OPS says:
MOST NON-ESSENTIAL POWER SYSTEMS ARE DOWN ON THE STARBASE. GROWTH OF THE FUNGUS IN UNPOWERED AREAS SEEMS TO BE ARRESTED.

CO_Rikerson says:
CEO:  Will you keep an eye on the transporter filters?  I don't want this fungus to get onto the ship.

TO_Love says:
#OPS: Inform the Captain. I'll move on to the second buoy.

CEO_Tucker says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Brings up the required data on the console beside him::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@Com: Geneva: Sir, They seemed to have evacuated the Starbase quickly, and there’s something else...

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Tries to transport a sample of the fungus into space using the heaviest filtering system on the Geneva::

OPS_Johnson says:
#COM: CO: Sir, nothing but fungus on the first buoy. We are moving to the second.

CEO_Tucker says:
CO: Functioning properly..... looks good sir.

CNS_Tran says:
::tries to extract the warning message from the 2nd buoy with little luck::

TO_Love says:
#::increases power to her pack and floats towards the second buoy::

OPS_Johnson says:
#::jets over to the second buoy::

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: CMO: What is it Doctor?

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Uses his tricorder to try to find where the tapping is originating::

TO_Love says:
#OPS: Oh and get a sample of that dead fungus, will you?

CMO_Immolisius says:
COM: CO: Sir, Its a tapping noise sir....

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: CMO: Tapping?  How can there be tapping on a deserted Starbase?

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: Sir, scans of the Starbase show it too, is covered in the fungus. The fungus appears to be attacking the Starbase. And I am picking up what appears to be a tapping sound. ::adjusts sensors to search for life signs::

TO_Love says:
#::approaches the second buoy and takes a tricorder reading::

OPS_Johnson says:
::in his nervousness, hits his jets and speeds past the first buoy  and turns around::

CEO_Tucker says:
FCO: Tapping sounds, could someone be alive over there?

CMO_Immolisius says:
@Com: CO: Sir, dunno but I’m about to find out....  I will report on it in 15 minutes...

CSO_Shras says:
CO: Sir, I have the location of the fungus origin....

CNS_Tran says:
COM: OPS: Any luck on extracting the warning message Ensign?

TO_Love says:
#::sees Ensign Johnson go zooming by::

OPS_Johnson says:
#::heads back to the first buoy::

EO_Galagar says:
::doesn't find what he's looking for....sits back.....and looks up::

CEO_Tucker says:
FCO: Concentrate on life forms first.... Then tell me what exactly the fungus is eating on the hull of a Starbase.

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Shoot, CSO.

FCO_Steve CEO: I am fine tuning the scan to search for life signs will advise when complete ::works on the console :: (Console.wav)

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: Aye sir.

CSO_Shras says:
CO: In fact it comes from several systems surrounding the Kampala system.....

OPS_Johnson says:
#::looks at TO_L and shrugs::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@:: Goes to an open console and reactivates it:: All: Find a working console and try to activate the internal scanners to name all areas where there is movement even the slightest!  Try to get enough power. Let’s get to work!

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Kampala system?

OPS_Johnson says:
#::gets a fungus sample and puts in a bio container::

EO_Galagar says:
::Rubs his head.....decides to head for SB.. to check on the fungus left on the TO for some clues::

TO_Love says:
#::smiles at the young ensign as he floats back to the second buoy::

OPS_Johnson says:
#::jets over to the second buoy::

CSO_Shras says:
CO: yeah, it is on the fringes of the Federation, the Pandora was on deep space exploration duty....

TO_Love says:
#::gets a very weak signal from buoy number 2::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: And how did the Pandora get all the way here?

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::gets it done:: Self: Now lets see if all our work paid off...  ::tells the computer to do the scan....::

CSO_Shras says:
CO: Unknown.... they were not due back for some years......

EO_Galagar says:
::TL: SB::

Host SB_OPS says:
<Warning Buoy Computer>: Warning! This area has been contaminated by an unknown lifeform. There is currently no known way of stopping it from spreading. We are abandoning this Starbase and withdrawing a safe distance..... We suggest you who find this buoy do the same

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: Scans are just about complete sir, will have a result for you soon.

Host SB_OPS says:
<Warning Buoy Computer>: Warning! This area has been contaminated by an unknown lifeform. There is currently no known way of stopping it from spreading. We are abandoning this Starbase and withdrawing a safe distance..... we suggest you who find this buoy do the same

OPS_Johnson says:
#::reaches the second buoy:: TO_L: Sorry about that. I got the sample.

CNS_Tran says:
COM: OPS/TO: Any luck on the buoy?

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Watches as something pops up:: Self: Aha!

CSO_Shras says:
CO: They found they fungus on many systems, on planetoids, asteroids, derelict ships...... hum.....

CEO_Tucker says:
FCO: Good....

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: That does not sound very promising sir  ::after listening to the warning message::

EO_Galagar says:
::enters SB...and looks for the Data on what was left of the TO...::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, the second buoy is sending out a warning of the fungus and is warning all ships away sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Interesting

CSO_Shras says:
CO: I think we should alert SFC till we can, we are to consider ourselves already contaminated....

CEO_Tucker says:
FCO: No.... it sounds bad... but we will get through it. ::Smiles at the crew, not quite sure if he believes himself::

OPS_Johnson says:
#COM: CNS: There is a weak power signal from the second buoy. There is a warning message being transmitted.

TO_Love says:
#OPS: Well-done ensign. Now get another sample from number 2 and head back.

CNS_Tran says:
::gets a transmitted message relayed from the buoy to the ship::

OPS_Johnson says:
$TO_L: Aye ma'am.

CSO_Shras says:
CO: We have a sample inside our labs and I had performed scans on it some times ago, we even could have contaminated SB245 and others....

EO_Galagar says:
::feels sick from the picture of the fungi lining the TO’s skin.....looks away...and walks out of SB::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Uses the Shuttles Transporter to Relay the AT to the Site of the Noise and sees that it’s near life pods::

TO_Love says:
#Com: CO: AT heading back with fungi samples.

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: We need to stay for a while longer

OPS_Johnson says:
#::gets a sample from the second buoy and puts it into a second bio container and marks it as buoy 2::

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: SIR, we have survivors. A number of the SB crew are in some escape pods, sensors indicate they are trapped and were not able to leave the SB before the fungus took over.

CSO_Shras says:
CO: But we should send a priority 1 message command....

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Tells the crew to search the life pods and the Area::

CNS_Tran says:
COM: OPS: Great, we've got the message.  We should transport the samples directly to a science lab and put a containment field around that area.

TO_Love says:
#Com: CO: Sir buoy number one unsalvageable, number two weak signal
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